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pound avoirdupois (lb avdp)
mile (mi)
mile2 (mi2
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f oot (f t)
f oot3 per second (f t3/s)
pound (lb)

Abstract
The possibility of  a contaminant being accidentally or intentionally spilled upstream f rom a water supply is a
constant concern to those diverting and using water f rom streams and rivers. Although many excellent models
are available to estimate travelt ime and dispersion, none can be used with conf idence bef ore calibration and
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verif ication to the particular river reach in question. Theref ore, the availability of  reliable input inf ormation is
usually the weakest link in the chain of  events needed to predict the rate of  movement, dilution, and mixing of
contaminants in rivers and streams.

Measured tracer-response curves produced f rom the injection of  a known quantity of  soluble tracer provide an
ef f icient method of  obtaining the necessary data. The purpose of  this report is to use previously presented
concepts along with extensive data collected on time of  travel and dispersion to provide guidance to water-
resources managers and planners in responding to spills. This is done by providing methods to estimate (1)
the rate of  movement of  a contaminant through a river reach, (2) the rate of  attenuation of  the peak
concentration of  a conservative contaminant with t ime, and (3) the length of  t ime required f or the contaminant
plume to pass a point in the river. Although the accuracy of  the predictions can be greatly increased by
perf orming time-of - travel studies on the river reach in question, the emphasis of  this report is on providing
methods f or making estimates where f ew data are available.

Results f rom rivers of  all sizes can be combined by def ining the unit concentration as that concentration of  a
conservative pollutant that would result f rom injecting a unit of  mass into a unit of  f low. Unit-peak
concentrations are compiled f or more than 60 dif f erent rivers representing a wide range of  sizes, slopes, and
geomorphic types. Analyses of  these data indicate that the unit-peak concentration is well correlated with the
time required f or a pollutant cloud to reach a specif ic point in the river. The variance among dif f erent rivers is,
of  course, larger than f or a specif ic river reach. Other river characteristics that were compiled and included in
the correlation included the drainage area, the reach slope, the mean annual discharge, and the discharge at
the time of  the measurement. The most signif icant other variable in the correlation was the ratio of  the river
discharge to mean annual discharge.

The prediction of  the travelt ime is more dif f icult than the prediction of  unit-peak concentration; but the
logarithm of  stream velocity can be assumed to be linearly correlated with the logarithm of  discharge. More
than 980 subreaches f or about 90 dif f erent rivers were analyzed and prediction equations were developed
based on the drainage area, the reach slope, the mean annual discharge, and the discharge at the time of  the
measurement. The highest probable velocity, which will result in the highest concentration, is usually of  concern
af ter an accidental spill. Theref ore, an envelope curve f or which more than 99 percent of  the velocit ies were
smaller was developed to address this concern.

The time of  arrival of  the leading edge of  the pollutant indicates when a problem will f irst exist and def ines the
overall shape of  the tracer-response f unction. The travelt ime of  the leading edge is generally about 89 percent
of  the travelt ime to the peak concentration.

The area under a tracer-response f unction (a known value when unit concentrations are used) can be closely
approximated as the area under a triangle with a height of  the peak concentration and a base extending f rom
the leading edge to a point where the concentration has reduced to 10 percent of  the peak. Knowing the time
of  the leading edge and the peak, the peak concentration, and the time when the response f unction has
reduced to 10 percent of  its peak value allows the complete response f unction to be sketched with f air
accuracy.

Four example applications are included to illustrate how the prediction equations developed in this report can
be used either to calibrate a mathematical model or to make predictions directly.

Introduction
The possibility of  a contaminant being accidentally or intentionally spilled upstream f rom a water supply is a
constant concern to those diverting and using water f rom streams and rivers. A method of  rapidly estimating
traveltime or dispersion is needed f or pollution control or warning systems on streams where data are limited.
As greater demands are placed on streams, the evaluation of  signif icant f orces of  self -purif ication, such as



deoxygenation-reaeration properties, becomes increasingly necessary. Theref ore, the ability to simulate
potential pollution buildup in streams, lakes, and estuaries becomes increasingly important.

Traveltime and mixing of  water within a stream are basic streamf low characteristics that water-resources
managers and planners should understand in order to predict the rate of  movement and dilution of  pollutants
that may be introduced into streams. Mean velocit ies and mixing characteristics f or a wide range of  f lows are
basic data needed to address all of  these concerns.

With the widespread availability of  computers today, it is natural to think of  numerical models as a means of
answering these questions. Although many excellent models are available to make the types of  calculations
needed, none can be used with conf idence bef ore calibration and verif ication to the particular river reach in
question. That is to say, all models must be provided with inf ormation f rom which f low velocit ies and mixing
rates can be computed. In general there are no reliable methods of  predicting dispersion coef f icients (mixing
rates) f rom commonly available hydraulic inf ormation. Stream velocit ies, typically predicted by use of  a f low
model, generally require very detailed channel geometry and f low resistance coef f icients, which are seldom
available. The availability of  reliable input inf ormation is, theref ore, almost always the weakest link in the chain
of  events needed to predict the rate of  movement, dilution, and mixing of  pollutants in rivers and streams.

Soluble tracers can be used to simulate the transport and dispersion of  solutes in surf ace waters because
they have virtually the same physical characteristics as water (Feurstein and Selleck, 1963; Smart and Laidlaw,
1977). This is the case in either a steady f lowing river or in the unsteady oscillatory stage and f low of  a t idal
estuary. Measured tracer-response curves produced f rom the injection of  a known quantity of  soluble tracer
provides an ef f icient method of  obtaining the data necessary to calibrate and verif y pollutant transport
models. These data can also be used, in conjunction with the superposit ion principle, to simulate potential
pollution buildup in streams, lakes, and estuaries without the need to use numerical models.

Extensive use of  f luorescent dyes as water tracers to quantif y the transport and dispersion in streams and
rivers began in the United States in the early to mid-1960's. Kilpatrick (1993), using the concept of  unit-peak
concentration and the superposit ion principle, illustrated how these data, obtained in the time-of - travel
studies, could be generalized to a wide range of  f low conditions and even to other sites.

In this report, the concepts presented by Kilpatrick (1993), along with extensive data collected by the U.S.
Geological Survey on time of  travel and dispersion, are used to provide guidance to water-resources managers
and planners in responding to spills. This will be done by providing methods to estimate (1) the rate of
movement of  a solute through a river reach, (2) the rate of  attenuation of  the peak concentration of  a
conservative solute with t ime, and (3) the length of  t ime required f or the solute plume to pass a point in the
river. It will be shown how these estimates can be used alone to make the required predictions. In addition, they
are precisely the data required to calibrate or verif y pollutant transport models. The accuracy of  these
predictions will be greatly increased by perf orming time-of - travel studies on the river reach in question; but the
emphasis of  this report is on providing methods f or making estimates in rivers where f ew data are available.
Large f luctuations in the f low rates of  the rivers during the downstream movement of  a solute would cause
signif icant dif f erences between actual and predicted travelt imes. These cases can best be interpreted by use
of  numerical models. Traveltime and concentration attenuation of  pollutants not dissolved in the water are
beyond the scope of  this report.

The report begins with a short discussion of  the theory of  movement and dispersion of  dissolved pollutants
and introduces the unit-peak concentration concept. A brief  summary of  the methods used to collect t ime-of -
travel inf ormation is then given along with a summary of  the data used in the report. Methods are
recommended f or estimating the rate of  movement and attenuation of  conservative pollutants based on an
analysis of  the data. The application of  these results is then illustrated by use of  three examples. The report
concludes by introducing the superposit ion principle and illustrates its purpose by use of  an example.



BACKGROUND AND TECHNIQUES

Theory of  Transport  and Dispersion for Instantaneous Sources

The response to the slug injection of  a soluble tracer is assumed to imitate the characteristics of  a soluble
pollutant, so understanding of  how tracers mix and disperse in a stream is essential to understanding their
application in simulating pollution. Time-of - travel studies are of ten conducted to help understand these
processes and to quantif y travelt ime and dispersion f or a given reach of  river. The general procedure f or
conducting a time-of - travel study is to instantaneously inject a known quantity of  water-soluble tracer into a
stream, usually at the center of  f low, and to observe the variation in concentration of  the tracer as it moves
downstream. The general distribution of  a tracer concentration resulting f rom a slug injection is shown in
f igure 1. The tracer-response curves in f igure 1 are shown as a f unction of  longitudinal distance and not as a
f unction of  t ime. Later in the report the response curves will generally be shown as a f unction of  t ime.

The dispersion and mixing of  a tracer in a receiving stream take place in all three dimensions of  the channel
(f ig. 1). In this report, vertical and lateral dif f usion will be ref erred to in a general way as mixing. The elongation
of  the tracer-response cloud longitudinally will be ref erred to as longitudinal dispersion. Vertical mixing is
normally completed rather rapidly, within a distance of  a f ew river depths. Lateral mixing is much slower but is
usually complete within a f ew kilometers downstream. Longitudinal dispersion, having no boundaries, continues
indef initely. In other words, vertical mixing is likely to be complete at section I in f igure 1, which is a very short
distance downstream of  the injection. At section II lateral mixing is still taking place rapidly, so mixing and
dispersion are both signif icant processes between the injection and section III on f igure 1. Downstream of
section III the dominant mixing process is longitudinal dispersion, so the tracer concentration can generally be
assumed to be unif orm in the cross section.

For a midpoint injection, the tracer cloud moves f aster than the mean stream velocity upstream of  section III
because the bulk of  the tracer is in the high velocity part of  the cross section. Pref erably, all measurement
cross sections f or a t ime-of - travel study are at least as f ar downstream as the optimum distance (section III in



f ig. 1) so that longitudinal dispersion is the dominant process acting between measurement cross sections and
so the tracer moves downstream at the mean stream velocity.

The conventional manner of  displaying the response of  a stream to a slug injection of  tracer is to plot the
variation of  concentration with t ime (the tracer-response curve) as observed at two or more cross sections
downstream of  the injection, as illustrated on f igure 2. The tracer-response curve, def ined by the analysis of
water samples taken at selected time intervals during the tracer-cloud passage is the basis f or determining
time-of - travel and dispersion characteristics of  streams. A detailed explanation of  the analysis and
presentation of  t ime-of - travel data are covered in the report by Kilpatrick and Wilson (1989).

The characteristics of  the tracer-response curves shown in f igure 2 are described in terms of  elapsed time
af ter an instantaneous tracer injection:

Cp, peak concentration of  the tracer cloud;
T l, elapsed time to the arrival of  the leading edge of  a tracer cloud at a sampling location;
Tp, elapsed time to the peak concentration of  the tracer cloud;
T t, elapsed time to the trailing edge of  the tracer cloud;
Td, duration of  the tracer cloud (T t-T l);
T10d, duration f rom leading edge until tracer concentration has reduced to within 10 percent of  the peak
concentration; and
n, number of  sampling site downstream of  injection.

The mass of  tracer to pass a cross section, Mr, is computed as:

(eqn 1)



where W is the total width of  the river, Cv is the vertically averaged
tracer concentration, and q is the unit discharge (discharge per unit
width). Both Cv and q are given at t ime t and distance w f rom one bank.
Af ter mixing is complete in the cross section, the equation simplif ies to:

(eqn 2)

where C is assumed to be unif orm in the cross section and Q is the total
discharge in the cross section at t ime t. If  mixing is not complete, equation 2
can still be used as long as the concentration C is the discharge-weighted,
cross-sectional-average concentration. If  discharge is constant during the
passage of  a tracer cloud, it can also be f actored out of  the integral.

The shape and magnitude of  the observed tracer-response curves shown in f igures 1 and 2 are determined by
f our f actors:

1. the quantity of  tracer injected;

2. the degree to which the tracer is conservative;

3. the magnitude of  the stream discharge; and

4. longitudinal dispersion.

All of  these f actors must be taken into consideration to predict the concentration of  solutes f rom tracer-
concentration data.

It is obvious that the magnitude of  the tracer concentration in a stream is in direct proportion to the mass of
tracer injected, Mi. Doubling the amount of  injected tracer will double the observed concentrations, but the
shape and duration of  the tracer-response curve will remain constant. Thus, most investigators have
normalized their data by dividing all observed tracer concentrations by the mass of  tracer injected, Mi (Bailey
and others, 1966; Martens and others, 1974).

It has also been f ound that various tracers are lost in transit due to adhesion on sediments and photochemical
decay. Scott and others (1969) f ound f luorescent dyes to be absorbed on f ine sediments such as clay.
Rhodamine WT dye has been shown both in the f ield and laboratory to decay photochemically about 2 to 4
percent per day (Hetling and O'Connell, 1966; Tai and Rathbun, 1988). Kilpatrick (1993) noted decay rates
tended to be higher in rivers, about 5 percent per day, compared to about 3 percent per day in estuaries.

To compare data and to have it simulate a conservative substance, it is desirable to eliminate the ef f ects of
tracer loss. If  the stream discharge, Q, is measured at the same time and location as the tracer concentration,
it is possible to evaluate the mass of  tracer recovered, Mr, f rom equations 1 or 2. When the mass of  the tracer
injected, Mi, is known, the tracer recovery ratio Rr can be expressed as:

(eqn 3)

A f actor that inversely af f ects the magnitude of  the tracer-response curves is the stream
discharge. The diluting ef f ect of  tributary inf lows, as well as that of  natural ground-water
accretion, dif f ers f rom stream to stream and with location. To counter the variable diluting
ef f ects of  dif f ering discharges, it is desirable to adjust observed concentration data by
multiplying by the stream discharge.

Observed concentrations can be adjusted f or (1) the amount of  tracer injected, (2) tracer loss, and (3) stream
discharge (three of  the f our f actors af f ecting the concentration) by use of  what is called a "unit



concentration." The unit concentration is def ined as 1,000,000 times the concentration produced in a unit
discharge due to the injection of  a unit mass of  conservative soluble substance. The unit concentration, Cu
(units of  inverse time), can be computed by the equation:

(eqn 4)

The unit concentration can be visualized as the
mass f lux of  solute (milligrams per liter t imes
liters per second = milligrams per second) per
unit of  mass injected (milligrams). The 1,000,000
simply makes the numbers closer to unity. The discharge must be expressed in units that are consistent with
the denominator of  the concentration, and the injected mass must be in the same units as the numerator of
the concentration. For example, if  the concentration is expressed in milligrams per liter, the injected mass must
be expressed in milligrams and the discharge must be expressed in liters per unit t ime. If  the entire tracer cloud
is sampled, the value of  Mr can be computed and the mass of  injected tracer need not be known.

Equation 4 can be used to convert any measured tracer-response curve to a unit- response (UR) curve. This
UR curve can be used as the building block f or simulating the concentrations to be expected f rom various
pollutant loadings at dif f erent stream discharges. Normalizing the tracer-response curves, in ef f ect, f its one
unit of  mass of  tracer into one unit of  f low. As such, when the f low is constant and mixing is complete, the
area under UR curves is constant (1x106) f or any cross section on a stream.

The Modeling Approach, Its Strengths and Weaknesses

A numerical model is one way to f ormally account f or f actors that inf luence the timing and shape of  the tracer-
response curves. Numerical models also tend to be complex and dif f icult to apply by someone without f ormal
training. Although the use of  numerical models is encouraged, it should be remembered that the accuracy of
the model is crit ically dependent on the accuracy of  the data used as input. Indeed, unless rather detailed and
accurate f ield data are available, the modeling approach may add litt le to the reliability and accuracy of  the
predictions over what can be obtained by the much simpler and more straightf orward approach outlined in this
report.

All models solve three basic equations-the continuity of  the mass of  water, the conservation of  momentum,
and the conservation of  the mass of  the pollutant. Generally the f irst two equations are solved by use of  a
f low model to provide the water velocity, depth, and cross-sectional area as a f unction of  t ime and posit ion
along the river. Three basic types of  f low models are in common use. The simplest type, called the kinematic
wave f low model, solves only the simplest f orm of  the momentum equation by assuming the boundary f riction
f orce is always in balance with the weight component along the channel. Kinematic wave models generally
provide satisf actory results f or shallow f lows over steep terrain, such as occurs in overland f low. The f low
component in rainf all/runof f  models of ten uses a kinematic wave approach to f low modeling. Kinematic wave
models generally are not recommended f or routing f lows in rivers.

The most complex f low models, called the dynamic wave models, solve the complete f orm of  the momentum
equation. Examples are numerous including the BRANCH f low model of  the Geological Survey (Schaf f ranek
and others, 1981), the DAMBRK model of  the National Weather Service (Fread, 1977, 1984), and many others.
These models work well f or rivers with very f lat slopes and in estuaries where f low reversals occur. They
generally require at least two input boundary conditions (of ten the upstream discharge and the downstream
stage) and detailed input inf ormation about the channel geometry and f low resistance. Dynamic wave models
tend to become unstable as the river slope increases, particularly f or rivers with shallow depths, slopes
exceeding 0.5 m/km, or rivers with distinct rif f les and pools.

Dif f usive wave models ignore the inertia of  the water and equate the sum of  the pressure and f riction f orces



to the weight component of  the water. These models assume there is a unique relation between a steady-
state f low and stage at each point in the river, so they generally do not require the specif ication of  a
downstream stage. They also generally operate satisf actorily with less detailed channel geometry inf ormation
than required by the dynamic wave models and are much more stable and easy to use. Accuracy of  dif f usive
wave models increase with increasing slope, and they cannot be used in situations where f low reversals occur.
By using empirical geomorphological relations to represent channel geometry, the DAFLOW model (Jobson,
1989) has been shown to provide excellent accuracy using very limited data f or slopes as small as 0.3 m/km.
The DAFLOW model also allows wave speeds and transport speeds to be independently specif ied, which
greatly f acilitates the calibration of  a transport model.

Transport models simulate f our basic processes-advection, dilution, longitudinal mixing, and decay. Many
excellent one-dimensional numerical models are available f or simulating dissolved pollutant transport in rivers.
The major models in use in the United States include the BLTM developed by the Geological Survey (Jobson,
1987), the WASP developed by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (Ambrose and others, 1987), and the
CE-QUAL-RIV1 developed by the U.S. Army Corps of  Engineers (Environmental Laboratory, 1990). All one-
dimensional models solve the continuity of  mass equation along the river thalweg, and so the dif f erences
between the models is generally less important than the quality of  the data used to drive them.

Advection is simply the translation of  the response f unction downstream with t ime. The water and the
dissolved pollutant must move downstream at the cross-sectional mean water velocity that is supplied by the
f low model. The accuracy of  the timing, theref ore, is dependent on the accuracy of  the f low model, not the
accuracy of  the transport model. No matter which f low model is used, the channel geometry inf ormation will
generally have to be adjusted (calibrated) to f orce the timing of  the simulated and observed response
f unctions in f igure 2 to agree.

Dilution by tributary inf low is a simple process that all models simulate very well.

All models assume the spreading of  the response f unction with t ime (f ig. 2) is caused by a Fickian type of
dispersion process. A Fickian process is one that assumes the f lux of  material along the channel is
proportional to the concentration gradient. The proportionality constant is called the dispersion coef f icient.
Transport models can be grouped into two basic types called Eulerian models and Lagrangian models.

Eulerial models solve the continuity of  mass equation at f ixed locations along the channel, and Lagrangian
models solve the continuity equation f or a series of  specif ic water parcels that move along the channel with
the mean f low velocity. Eulerian models generally exhibit more numerical dispersion than Lagrangian models. In
estuaries where reversing f low is predominant, numerical dispersion becomes much more troublesome. Paul
Conrads (Geological Survey, personal commun., 1995) reported that while it was very dif f icult to calibrate an
Eulerian model to simulate salinity throughout the Cooper River Estuary, the BLTM Lagrangian model was easy
to calibrate and provided accurate simulations.

If  Fickian dispersion correctly represented the total longitudinal mixing in rivers, the unit-peak concentration
would decrease in proportion to the square root of  t ime. Nordin and Sabol (1974) have reported that unit-peak
concentration in natural rivers generally decreases more rapidly with t ime than predicted by the Fickian law. It is
of ten assumed that other processes, presumably the movement of  pollutant mass into and out of  dead zone
storage areas (Spreaf ico and van Mazijk, 1993), signif icantly contribute to the spreading of  the response
f unction in natural rivers. This process would tend to make the leading edge rise more steeply and the trailing
edge f all more slowly than predicted by Fickian dispersion. Few models account f or this process, so most
models underpredict the tails on the concentration response f unction. Use of  the empirical approach outlined
herein, however, automatically accounts f or all physical processes that contribute to the longitudinal spreading
of  the pollutant mass.

Transport models typically simulate a very limited number of  chemical reactions. Prediction of  the rates of



chemical reactions is beyond the scope of  this report.

Field Measurements

Time-of - travel studies may be conducted to improve the estimates of  travelt imes and dispersion rates f or
specif ic river reaches and f low conditions.The Geological Survey has published a series of  reports detailing
the procedures to be used (Kilpatrick and Wilson, 1989; Kilpatrick and Cobb, 1985; Wilson and others, 1986),
but the f ollowing will brief ly outline the data collection needs to produce a f ull suite of  travelt ime and
dispersion inf ormation. The f ollowing inf ormation should be obtained at each of  two or more stream
discharges that bracket the f lows of  interest.

1. Select the river reach and f low conditions of  interest. Then establish two or more sampling cross
sections where tracer concentration will be measured.

2. Attempt to conduct studies during times of  reasonably steady f low.

3. Measure caref ully the amount of  tracer to be injected.

4. Retain a sample of  the injected tracer f or laboratory use in preparing standards.

5. Inject the tracer at a suf f icient distance upstream so that lateral mixing is essentially complete by the
f irst measurement section (section III on f ig. 1). The distance required f or essentially complete lateral
mixing can be reduced by injecting the tracer at multiple points across the river if  the amount of  tracer
injected at each point is proportional to the discharge in that subsection.

6. Measure f or each sampling section the concentration at several points across the river during the
passage of  the entire tracer cloud or at least until a concentration of  less than 10 percent of  the peak
concentration is reached. Measurement at several points across each sampling section allows one to
better account f or the entire mass of  tracer recovered and to quantif y the completeness of  lateral
dispersion.

7. Measure independently or evaluate stream discharges at every sampling cross section during the
passage of  the tracer cloud.

These data will provide inf ormation suf f icient to allow nearly every kind of  applicable analysis in the literature
and provide the best practical inf ormation on predicting the ef f ects of  spills. It is of ten not practical to obtain
the complete inf ormation as outlined above. Probably the most valuable inf ormation f or improving f orecasts is
to measure the travelt imes of  the peak concentrations at the center of  the channel f or various discharges. If
only the peak travelt ime is needed, the entire tracer cloud need not be sampled and it is not necessary to know
the amount of  tracer injected. It is important, however, that lateral mixing be nearly complete in the
measurement reach and that the discharges be reasonably steady. Rather than measuring the discharge at
each measurement cross section, the local discharge is sometimes assumed to be directly related to the f low
measured at a remote index site.

The second most valuable inf ormation that can be gained f rom time-of - travel studies is the travelt imes f or the
leading edge of  the tracer cloud. To obtain this inf ormation, sampling must begin bef ore the arrival of  the
tracer and continue long enough to be sure the true peak concentration has passed.

If  data are available f or only one discharge, they can be extrapolated to other f lows using equation 8 or other
extrapolation techniques discussed later in the report.

Available Data

Starting in the 1960's, the Geological Survey conducted extensive time-of - travel studies to quantif y the
transport and dispersion in streams and rivers of  the country. The results of  some of  these studies have been



generalized by Godf rey and Frederick (1970), Boning (1974), Nordin and Sabol (1974), Eikenberry and Davis
(1976), and Graf  (1986). Some of  the studies produced a f ull suite of  t ime-of - travel and dispersion
inf ormation, but many concentrated only on the travelt ime of  the tracer peak and did not obtain enough
inf ormation to determine unit-peak concentration.

As many of  the available data as time permitted were compiled f or use in this report. All of  the compiled data
are listed in Appendix A. The appendix contains two tables and a list of  ref erences to the original studies. Table
A-1 contains all the data f or studies in which the unit-peak concentrations could be determined. Table A-2
contains all the data f or studies in which the unit-peak concentrations could not be determined.

Appendix B contains a bibliography of  other reports containing time-of - travel data that were not compiled
because of  t ime constraints.

ANALYSIS OF EXISTING DATA AND DEVELOPMENT OF PREDICTION EQUATIONS

Attenuation of  Unit -Peak Concentrat ion

The mixing processes have usually been interpreted by use of  the Fickian theory of  dif f usion, and Fischer
(1967) used this theory to def ine longitudinal dispersion coef f icients f or mixing in rivers. The peak
concentration is a very important point on a tracer-response curve, and the variation in dispersion becomes
most apparent if  the unit-peak concentration is considered as a f unction of  lapsed time since injection.
According to Fischer's dispersion model, the peak concentration should attenuate with t ime as:
(eqn 5)

in which Cup is the unit-peak concentration, t is t ime since injection, and b is a coef f icient.
The value of  b should be approximately 1.5 f or very short dispersion times (section I on f ig.
1) and decrease to 0.5 f or very long dispersion times (section V on f ig. 1). Nordin and Sabol
(1974) argue that a Fickian type equation cannot adequately describe longitudinal dispersion in rivers because
the value of  b never decreases to a value of  0.5. They conclude that a typical value of  b is 0.7

Af ter mixing in the cross section is complete, the decrease of  the unit-peak concentration with t ime (as
measured by b) is a measure of  the longitudinal mixing ef f iciency. Larger values of  b indicate more rapid
longitudinal mixing. The presence of  pools and rif f les, bends, and other channel and reach characteristics will
increase the rate of  longitudinal mixing and almost always yield a value of  b greater than the Fickian value of
0.5.

Unit-peak concentrations were compiled f or 422 cross sections obtained f rom more than 60 dif f erent rivers in
the United States. These data represent mixing conditions in rivers with a wide range of  size, slope, and
geomorphic type. For example, the slope in the study reach of  the Mississippi River is 0.01 m/km and the mean
annual discharge is about 11,000 m3/s, whereas the study reach of  Bear Creek has a slope of  36.0 m/km and a
mean annual discharge of  only about 1.3 m3/s.

Figure 3 is a plot of  the unit-peak concentrations (Cup) as a f unction of  travelt ime (Tp) of  the peak
concentration of  all the data f or which the mean annual f low was available. A tight correlation is shown by the
data, indicating that a reasonable estimate of  the unit-peak concentration can be determined f rom an
expression of  the f orm of  equation 5. The regression equation based only on travelt ime that best f it all of  the
data was:

(eqn 6)

This equation predicted the 422 available data points with a root mean
square (RMS) error of  0.502 natural log units. The coef f icient of  variation



was 0.112 and the coef f icient of  determination (R2) value was 0.893. The
standard error of  estimate of  the coef f icient is 4.9 percent and the standard error of  estimate f or the
exponent is 1.7 percent.

Other river characteristics that were available to help def ine the relation included the drainage area (Da), the
reach slope (S), the mean annual river discharge (Qa), and the discharge at the time of  the measurement (Q).
The most signif icant other variable in the correlation was the ratio of  the river discharge to mean annual
discharge giving a prediction equation:

(eqn 7)

in which Q is the river f low at the section at the time of  the
measurement and Qa is the mean annual f low at the section. This
equation predicted the 410 available data points with an RMS error
of  0.426 natural log units. The coef f icient of  variation was 0.100
and the R2 value was 0.910. The standard error of  estimate of  the coef f icient is 4.3 percent, and the standard
error of  estimate f or the exponent (0.760) is 1.6 percent.

The data in f igure 3 are separated into two groups-one with values of  relative discharge (Q/Qa) greater than
0.5 (high f low) and one with a relative discharge less than 0.5 (low f low). The solid lines f or high f low and low
f low are plotted assuming constant values of  relative discharge of  1.0 and 0.2, the approximate median value
f or each group of  data.

Slope was not signif icant as an explanatory variable. Various regression models based on dif f erent
combinations of  discharge, mean annual discharge, and drainage area were tried. None of  the equations
produced a smaller RMS error or a larger R22 value than equation 7.



Results f or individual rivers generally def ine a much closer relation. For example, f igure 4 presents measured
concentrations of  dye f or the Shenandoah River as published by Taylor and others (1986). The points labeled
as Q/Qa=0.65 were actually taken at relative discharges ranging f rom 0.57 to 0.79 and the points labeled as
Q/Qa=0.27 actually ranged f rom 0.21 to 0.32. Notice that the data f or the Shenandoah River show almost no
correlation with relative discharge. Equations 6 and 7 are also plotted on the f igure f or ref erence. In this case
the equations f it the data very closely.

Results f or Wind/Bighorn Rivers and Copper Creek show a weak relation with relative discharge (f igs. 5 and 6).
Notice that the data f or all of  these rivers def ine a very good curve although the data f or the Wind/Bighorn
Rivers are not especially well f it  by either equation 6 or 7.



The Sangamon River shows strong correlations with relative discharge (f ig. 7). It should be noted, however,
that one set of  measurements was made at extremely low f low. At any rate, the scatter among points f or a
single river is typically much less than the scatter among all rivers (f ig. 3) so there is signif icant value in
collecting data f or individual rivers to improve the ability to predict the variation of  unit-peak concentration.



A f low-duration curve is of ten used to provide a common base f or comparison of  streams of  dif f erent sizes
(Graf , 1986). A f low-duration curve f or a site is developed by plott ing the discharge as a f unction of  the
percentage of  t ime the f low is exceeded. Several years of  continuous discharge data are required but once the
f low-duration curve is established f or a site, f low-duration f requencies can be determined f rom the curve.
Flows with low f low-duration f requencies are high discharges that occur during f loods, whereas f lows that
occur with high f low-duration f requencies are low discharges that approach base-f low conditions.

Because the development of  a f low-duration curve f or a site requires data that are unlikely to be available
where predictions are required, the relative discharge (discharge at measurement site/mean annual f low at
measurement site, Q/Qa) is used in this report to provide a common base f or comparison of  streams having
dif f erent sizes. The mean annual f low (Qa) can be easily estimated f rom drainage area and runof f  relations f or
the region. An analysis of  the data f or the ten streams analyzed by Graf  (1986) indicated that the relative
discharge is equally as ef f icient as f low-duration f requency f or predicting the unit-peak concentrations. Figure
8 is a plot of  the relation between relative discharge and f low-duration f requency f or Illinois streams as
determined f rom the data of  Graf  (1986). As can be seen f rom the f igure, the average f low in Illinois streams is
one that is exceeded about 30 percent of  the time.



The more ef f icient the mixing in a river, the steeper will be the relation between unit-peak concentration and
traveltime. At high f low, river channels generally tend to be relatively unif orm in shape, and they tend to
increasingly exhibit a pool and rif f le structure as the f low decreases. A pool and rif f le structure of f ers great
opportunit ies f or tracer trapping; theref ore, a pool and rif f le structure tends to be ef f icient in mixing and
attenuating the peak concentration. Equation 7 accounts f or this process by decreasing the slope of  UR curve
f or lower relative discharges.

Time of  Travel of  Peak Concentrat ion

As shown in the preceding section, the time required f or a tracer cloud to reach a specif ic point in a river is the
dominant f actor in determining the concentration that will occur. The travelt ime itself  is also of  interest to local
planners, who may be more interested in the minimum probable travelt ime than the expected travelt ime. The
water velocity depends on many f actors including the general morphology of  the river and particularly the
amount of  ponding caused by dams or other manmade works. The prediction of  the travelt ime is, theref ore,
very important and it is of ten more dif f icult than the prediction of  unit-peak concentration.

Stream velocity and, consequently, travelt ime commonly vary with discharge. The relation of  mean stream
velocity, V, to discharge is generally assumed to take the f orm:

(eqn 8)

which is a straight line when the logarithm of  discharge, Q, is plotted against the
logarithm of  velocity. For accurate estimates the constant, K, and exponent, a, must be
def ined f or each river reach of  interest, and two or more time-of - travel measurements are required to def ine
the transport characteristics of  the river reach. Geomorphic analyses by many investigators, however, suggest
that the exponent in equation 8 typically has a value of  about 0.34 (Jobson, 1989).

The velocity of  the peak concentration and associated hydraulic data are compiled in Appendix A f or more than
980 subreaches f or about 90 dif f erent rivers in the United States representing a wide range of  river sizes,
slopes, and geomorphic types. Four variables were available in suf f icient quantit ies f or regression analysis.
These included the drainage area (Da), the reach slope (S), the mean annual river discharge (Qa), and the
discharge at the section at t ime of  the measurement (Q). It was reasoned that these variables should be
combined into the f ollowing dimensionless groups. The dimensionless peak velocity is def ined as:

(eqn 9)



The dimensionless drainage area is def ined as:

(eqn 10)

in which g is the acceleration of  gravity. The dimensionless relative discharge is
def ined as:

(eqn 11)

These equations are homogeneous, so any consistent system of  units can be
used in the dimensionless groups. The regression equations that f ollow,
however, have a constant term that has specif ic units, meters per second. The most
convenient set of  units f or use with the equations is, theref ore, velocity in meters per
second, discharge in cubic meters per second, drainage area in square meters,
acceleration of  gravity in m/s2, and slope in meters per meter.

The most accurate prediction equation, based on 939 data points, f or the peak velocity in meters per second
was:

(eqn 12)

The standard error of  estimates of  the constant and slope are 0.026 m/s and 0.0003, respectively. This
prediction equation has an R2 of  0.70 and an RMS error of  0.157 m/s. Figure 9 contains a plot of  the observed
velocit ies as a f unction of  the variables on the right side of  equation 12.



For responses to accidental spills, the highest probable velocity, which will result in the highest concentration,
is usually a concern. On f igure 9 an envelope line f or which more than 99 percent of  the observed velocit ies are
smaller is also shown. The equation f or this line, the maximum probable velocity, in meters per second (Vmp) is:

(eqn 13)

The best equation f or the velocity of  the peak concentration, in meters per second, that did not include slope
as a variable was:

(eqn 14)

The standard error of  estimates of  the constant and slope are 0.009 m/s and 0.0013, respectively. The root-
mean-square error of  the prediction equation, based on 986 points, is 0.17 m/s with an R2 of  0.62. Figure 10
presents a plot of  the observed velocit ies as a f unction of  the variables on the right side of  equation 14. Also
shown on the f igure is a line f or which 99 percent of  the data points indicate a smaller velocity. The equation
f or this line, f or the probable maximum velocity, in meters per second, is:

(eqn 15)



The best equation f or the velocity of  the peak concentration, in meters per second, using only drainage area
was:

(eqn 16)

The term D a is def ined by equation 10 except that the local
discharge (Q) is used in place of  the mean annual discharge (Q a).
The standard error of  estimates, based on 986 points, of  the constant and slope are 0.009 m/s and 0.28,
respectively. The root-mean-square error of  the prediction equation is 0.21 m/s with an R2 of  0.46. Figure 11
presents a plot of  the observed data as a f unction of  the variables on the right side of  equation 16. Also
shown on the f igure is a line f or which 99 percent of  the data points indicate a smaller velocity. The equation
f or this line is:

(eqn 17)



Time of  Travel of  Leading Edge

In addition to knowing when the peak concentration will arrive at a site, it is of  great interest to know when the
f irst pollutant will arrive. The time of  arrival of  the leading edge of  the pollutant indicates when a local problem
will f irst exist and def ines the overall shape of  the concentration response f unction.

Fewer data are available f or the time-of -arrival of  the leading edge (520 sites) than are available f or the
velocity of  the peak concentration. Eight variables were available in suf f icient quantit ies f or regression
analysis. These included the drainage area (Da), the reach slope (S), the mean annual river discharge (Qa), the
discharge at the section at t ime of  the measurement (Q), the velocity of  the peak concentration (Vp), the width
of  the river, the depth of  the river, and the time f rom the injection to the passage of  the peak concentration
(travelt ime of  the peak concentration, Tp). No signif icant correlation could be f ound between any of  the
variables and the time f rom injection to the arrival of  the leading edge (T l) except f or the travelt ime to the peak
concentration. Figure 12 contains a plot of  the travelt ime of  the leading edge as a f unction of  the travelt ime of
the peak concentration. As can be seen f rom the f igure, the correlation between these two variables is very
good with an R2 of  0.989, a coef f icient of  variation of  0.13, and a RMS error of  3.78 hours. These data
indicate that the travelt ime of  the leading edge can be estimated f rom:

(eqn 18)



Time of  Passage of  Pollutant

Methods have been developed f or estimating the travelt ime of  the leading edge, T l, the travelt ime of  the peak
concentration, Tp, and the magnitude of  the unit-peak concentration, Cup. This inf ormation def ines two points
on the tracer-response curve, shown as two of  the large dots on f igure 2. Kilpatrick and Taylor (1986) show
that the area of  a normal slug-produced tracer-response curve is very nearly equal to the area of  a scalene
triangle (three unequal sides) with a height equal to the peak concentration and the base extending f rom the
leading edge to a point where the trailing edge concentration is equal to 0.1 times the peak concentration, Td10

(f ig. 2). Because the area under the unit- response curve is 1x106, this inf ormation can be used to estimate a
third point on the curve. The time of  passage f rom the leading edge to a point where the concentration has
been reduced to 10 percent of  the peak concentration, Td10, can be estimated f rom the equation:
(eqn 19)

Furthermore, the area under the tail of  the tracer-response curve should
approximately balance the area between the f alling limb portion of  the tracer-
response curve and the f alling limb of  the scalene triangle (f ig. 2). This allows a
complete tracer-response curve to be sketched in with reasonable accuracy based
on the peak concentration and the times to the leading edge and peak.

Nonconservat ive Constituents

The unit concentration approach gives estimates of  the solute concentration assuming no loss of  mass during
the transit f rom the injection to the point of  observation (conservative transport). This will generally be a worst
case estimate because losses normally occur with t ime. Losses may result f rom chemical transf ormations,
photochemical decay, volatilization, trapping on sediments, or a number of  other processes. Losses are of ten
f ound to f ollow a f irst order decay law, which implies that the mass of  material in the river decreases
exponentially with t ime. One way to approximate this loss is to reduce the injected mass using the equation:



(eqn 20)

in which Mia is the apparent mass of  pollutant spilled af ter a t ime of  Tp, Mi is the

actual mass of  pollutant spilled, and k is the decay coef f icient with units of  t ime-1.
The apparent mass of  pollutant is then used in the unit concentration relation to determine the actual
concentration f rom the unit concentration.

EXAMPLE APPLICATIONS
Three example applications f or a slug injection will be given. The f irst example will assume that very f ew
hydrologic data are available, and the second example will assume that t ime-of - travel measurements have
been made at a relatively high and relatively low discharge. The third example will apply the method to a river f or
which some data are available that was not used in the development of  the equations.

Example 1, Very Limited Data

Assume that a truck runs of f  the road and instantaneously spills 6,000 kg of  a corrosive chemical into an
ungaged stream. Estimate the most probable and the expected worst case ef f ects of  the spill on the water
intake f or a town that is located 15 km downstream. The worst case should occur f or the shortest probable
traveltime.

No data exist f or the stream receiving the spill, but topographic maps show that the drainage area is 350 km2

at the spill site and 430 km2 at the intake f or the town. A review of  available data also indicates that a gaging
station exists f or a nearby stream with a drainage area of  452 km2 and a mean-annual f low of  5.22 m3/s. At the
time of  the spill the f low at the gaging station was 3.88 m3/s. The hydrology and weather are assumed to be
f airly unif orm within the area so it will be assumed that the stream carrying the spill is f lowing at about 3.88
(390/452) = 3.35 m3/s, assuming the average drainage area f or the reach is (350+430)/2 = 390 km2. Likewise,
the mean-annual f low of  the ungaged stream is estimated to be about 5.22 (390/452) = 4.50 m3/s.

The f irst step is to estimate travelt ime of  the peak concentration. Because the river slope is not available,
equations 14 and 15 will be used to estimate the expected and f astest probable travelt imes in the stream. The
dimensionless drainage area and discharge are computed f irst f rom equations 10 and 11:

Applying equation 14:

while the maximum probable velocity f rom equation 15 is:



The most probable travelt ime of  the peak to the water intake is:

and the probable minimum traveltime of  the peak is:

Tpm = 15000/(0.646x3600) = 6.4 hours. With the travelt imes
known, the most probable unit-peak concentration at the
town intake can be estimated f rom equation 7 as:

Rearranging equation 4, to give the peak concentration:

and using the injected mass, Mi, of  6x109 mg, the f low rate at the intake, Q, of
(3.88x(430/452)x1000) 3,690 L/s, and assuming the recovery ratio, Rr, to be
1.0, the most probable conservative-peak concentration can be computed as:

occurring 15.8 hours af ter the injection.

At the highest probable velocity, the unit-peak
concentration is 202 s-1 giving an estimated
conservative-peak concentration of  328 mg/L occurring
6.4 hours af ter the spill.

When will the pollutant f irst arrive at the intake? As can be seen f rom equation 18, the time of  arrival of  the
leading edge of  the pollutant cloud should occur 0.89x15.8 = 14 hours af ter the accident. It is highly unlikely
that the pollutant will arrive at the intake sooner than 0.89x6.4 = 5.7 hours af ter the spill.

How long will the intake be af f ected? As can be seen f rom equation 19, the most probable time required f or the
bulk of  the dye cloud to pass the site (the concentration to be reduced to 10 percent of  the peak value, 16
mg/L) is:

hours af ter the time of  arrival, or 14+5.6 = 19.6 hours af ter the spill. It
is highly unlikely that the pollutant concentration will have reduced to
less than 20 mg/L bef ore;

hours af ter the spill.

All of  the above computations were carried out assuming no loss of
pollutant between the spill and the intake. Losses could occur by chemical
reactions, volatilization, absorption on the streambed, or other processes. Equation 20 can be used to
account f or these losses.

Example 2, Travelt ime Data Available

The second example assumes that 50 kg of  a pollutant is spilled in the Apple River 25.9 km upstream of
Elizabeth (10 km f rom the injection site) when the river discharge at the spill site is 2.4 m3/s. Compute the
probable impact, assuming no losses, of  this spill on a water intake at Hanover, which is 41.1 km downstream
of  the spill.

Two time-of - travel studies have been completed on this reach of  the Apple River and the data are contained in



table A-1 of  Appendix A as injection numbers 83 and 84. One of  these studies was conducted at relatively low
f low, when the river discharge was about 0.7 times the mean annual f low, and one was conducted at relatively
high f low, when the f low rate was about 3.5 times the mean annual f low. The f irst step is to estimate the times
of  travel of  the leading edge and peak of  the pollutant cloud. The travelt imes of  the peak concentrations as
f ound in table A-1 are plotted in f igure 13.

From table A-1 it is seen that the travelt ime of  the peak concentration to Elizabeth is 49.4 hours at a relative
discharge of  0.68, while the travelt ime to Whitton is 105.8 hours at a relative discharge of  0.62. Also it is seen
that the distance f rom Elizabeth to Hanover is 16.1 km while the distance f rom Elizabeth to Whitton is 22.5 km,
so Hanover is 72 percent of  the way between Elizabeth and Whitton. By linear interpolation, it is easily seen
that the travelt ime f rom the injection site to Hanover would be about 49.4+(105.8-49.4)x0.72 = 89.8 hours and
that the relative discharge at this point would have been about 0.68+(0.62-0.68)x0.72 = 0.64. Likewise, the
traveltime f rom the town of  Apple River to the spill site would be 1.30+(20.80-1.30)x(10-1.9)/(35.9-1.9) = 5.95
hours at a relative discharge of  3.7+(3.3-3.7)x(10-1.9)/(35.9-1.9) = 3.6. In a similar manner, the travelt ime f rom
Apple River to the spill site would be 14.6 hours at a relative discharge of  0.82.

Assuming a mean annual f low at the spill site of  1.4 m3/s, the relative discharge at the time of  the spill is 2.4/1.4
= 1.7. Then by linear interpolation between the relative discharges, it is seen that the travelt ime f rom Apple
River to the spill site would be 5.95+(14.6-5.95)x(1.7-3.6)/(0.82-3.6) = 11.9 hours. Likewise the travelt ime f rom
Apple River to Hanover would be 67.1 hours. The travelt ime f rom the spill site to Hanover should, theref ore, be
67.1-11.9 = 55.2 hours.

With the relatively small amount of  data contained in Appendix A f or the Apple River, it is possible to estimate
the timing of  a spill on the river with much better accuracy than would have been possible by use of  equations
12 to 17.

Figure 14 is a plot of  the unit-peak concentrations measured on the Apple River during the two tests. As can be
seen f rom the f igure, the unit-peak concentration should be about 40 s-1 f or a travelt ime of  55 hours.
Converting the spilled mass into milligrams (5x107 mg), the f low rate at Hanover (Qave = 5 m3/s f rom table A-1)



to liters per second (1.7x5.0x1000 = 8500), and assuming a recovery ratio of  1.0, the peak concentration at the
intake can be estimated f rom equation 4 as:

The time required f or the pollution cloud to pass the intake and the river concentration to be reduced to 10
percent of  the peak value (0.024 mg/L) can be estimated by use of  equation 19 as:

The times f or the arrival of  the leading edge of
the tracer cloud, f rom table A-1, can also be
plotted as in f igure 14. The travelt ime of  the
leading edge of  the tracer cloud f rom the spill
site to Hanover can then be estimated using the
same procedure as f or the peak concentration, as 51.1 hours. Af ter 51.1+13.9 = 65 hours the pollution cloud
should have passed the intake and the concentration reduced to 0.024 mg/L.

In conclusion, the pollutant should f irst arrive at Hanover 51 hours af ter the spill. The peak concentration
should pass the site 55 hours af ter the spill; and if  there are no losses, it should arrive with a concentration of
0.24 mg/L. By 65 hours af ter the spill, the concentration should have f allen back to 0.024 mg/L. If  there are
losses or chemical reactions between the spill and the intake, the concentrations will be smaller and either
equation 20 or a numerical model could be used f or predictions.

Example 3, Application to the Rhine River

With a catchment area of  180,000 km3, the Rhine River is a very important European river (Spreaf ico and van
Mazijk, 1993, p. 19). Because of  the high population density and heavy use, there is always the potential that
the river will be accidently polluted. The International Rhine Commission has been set up to help reduce the
danger of  accidents and to help respond to them if  they occur. The Commission developed, calibrated, and
verif ied the Alarm model to be used in responding to accidental spills. As part of  the calibration process, the
response to a slug injection near river km 59 was measured at Eglisau (km 78.7) and Birsf elden (km 163.8)
(Spreaf ico and van Mazijk, 1993, p. 95). In this example, the measured response curves will f irst be predicted



based on the river discharge and drainage area. To illustrate the value of  t ime-of - travel data, improved
predictions of  the unit-peak concentration, as well as the time of  the leading edge, and time of  passage of  the
cloud will then be made using the travelt ime measured f or the peak concentration.

The mean annual f low of  the Rhine River is 0.0152 m3/s/km2 (Leeden and others, 1990, p. 181). Because the
drainage area is approximately 16,000 and 48,000 km2 at river km 59 and 163.8, respectively, the mean annual
f low can be estimated as 240 m3/s at the injection point and 730 m3/s at Birsf elden.

The response f unction characteristics at Eglisau and Birsf elden are f irst estimated without the aid of
travelt ime inf ormation. Assuming the drainage area at Eglisau is the same as at the injection site, the
dimensionless drainage area, f or use in equation 14, is computed as:

During the test, the river f low was 490 m3/s at the injection
point (Spreaf ico and van Mazijk, 1993, p. 65) so the relative
discharge is estimated as:

With these values the velocity can be predicted f rom equation 14 as:

so the travelt ime to the peak concentration is estimated as:

Applying equation 7, the unit-peak concentration can be
estimated as:

The time of  f irst arrival is estimated as 0.89x5.7 = 5.1 hours
(equation 18). The time of  passage of  the pollutant can
be determined f rom equation 19 to be 2.3 hours, so the
time f rom the spill until the unit concentration has
returned to within 24 s-1 is 7.4 hours.

The f low at Birsf elden during the test was 1,068 m3/s (Spreaf ico and van Mazijk, 1993, p. 65) so the same
procedure can be used to determine values a Birsf elden as:



Figure 15 contains a plot of  these computed values along with observed data f rom (Spreaf ico and van Mazijk,
1993, p. 95). As can be seen f rom the plot, the timing is not good. Prediction of  the solute velocity is the least
reliable component of  the procedures outlined herein. A major reason f or this is that most rivers and streams
have been modif ied so that the storage volume has increased. Equation 16 contains data f rom rivers with
varying degrees of  manmade storage and no easy way of  quantif ying this storage was available. Boning (1974)
has presented a travelt ime prediction equation that includes the ef f ect of  storage volumes if  these are
available. It may be about as easy, and f ar more accurate, to measure travelt imes as to accurately quantif y the
storage volumes.

If  the travelt ime is available, the estimates can be much improved. For example, the travelt ime of  the peak
concentration to Eglisau can be seen f rom f igure 15 to be 6.5 hours, so time to the leading edge can be
estimated as 0.89x6.5 = 5.8 hours (equation 18) and the unit-peak concentration can be estimated f rom
equation 7 as 222 s-1. The time f or the concentration to be reduced to 10 percent of  the peak can be
estimated f rom the duration given by equation 19 (2.5 hours) plus the time to the leading edge (5.8 hours) to
be 8.3 hours. Likewise, reading the travelt ime of  the peak to Birsf elden f rom f igure 15 as 32.7 hours, the time
to the leading edge can be estimated as 29.1 hours, the unit-peak concentration as 65.4 s-1, and the time f or
the concentration to be reduced to 10 percent of  the peak as 37.6 hours. The improved estimates (based
traveltime to the peak concentration) are also shown on f igure 15 f or comparison with the observed data and
estimates made without the benef it of  travelt ime inf ormation. The entire response f unction can be predicted
with a high degree of  accuracy when only the travelt ime of  the peak concentration is accurately known.

EXTENSION TO CONTINUOUS SOURCES BY USE OF THE SUPERPOSITION
PRINCIPLE
One of  the most usef ul tools to hydrologists has been the unit-hydrograph method (Linsley and others, 1958)
f or predicting stream runof f  f rom precipitation in a drainage basin. The unit-hydrograph theory assumes that
the stream runof f  response is linear and that unit hydrographs can be added to synthesize the response to
dif f erent rainf alls.

Another application of  the linear superposit ion approach is f or the simulation of  buildup of  soluble-pollutant



concentrations in streams and estuaries using tracer tests (Bailey and others, 1966; Yotsukura and Kilpatrick,
1973). By this method, the response to a slug injection of  a soluble tracer is assumed to imitate the
characteristic of  a soluble pollutant, and as such, can be used to simulate it.

The superposit ion approach has the advantage of  simplicity and accuracy when applied to steady f low or to
the exact f low conditions f or which the response f unction was measured. Its weaknesses are that it can only
be used with f low conditions f or which it was derived and chemical interactions cannot easily be considered.
The strengths of  the numerical modeling approach are that it can account f or unsteady f low conditions, and
chemical reactions can be easily simulated if  the reaction rate constants are known.

Kilpatrick and Cobb (1985) showed that the response curve of  a continuous, constant-rate injection of  tracer
could be simulated by adding tracer-response curves f rom a sequence of  single slug injections on the same
stream, location, and discharge. For example, assume a series of  slug injections of  tracer (simulating a
constant injection), each of  mass, Mm, is injected in the stream depicted in f igure 16. A repetit ion of  the same
responses downstream at the dif f erent t imes shown would result.

There would be a buildup to a constant plateau concentration as shown in f igure 16. If  discharge remained
constant and the injection were continued long enough, the same would occur at every distance downstream,
so that plateaus of  concentration would ult imately exist at every downstream section.

As can be seen on f igure 16, in order f or a plateau to be reached at any particular location, a constant injection
must be maintained f or a length of  t ime equal to the duration of  the tracer-response curve, Td. Similarly, the
duration of  the constant injection necessary to establish a plateau in the entire stream reach shown in f igure



16 is dictated by the longest slug response duration at the most downstream location.

It becomes apparent that the tracer-response curve produced by a slug injection of  tracer may be used as a
building block with the superposit ion principle to simulate the buildup of  a given pollutant in the stream. In f act,
linearity permits the superposit ion of  a variable loading of  pollution to simulate the resulting response
downstream. For convenience, it is practical to reduce all measured curves to UR curves using equation 4.

Example 4, Use of  the Superposit ion Principle

Assume that a chemical plant is to be constructed on the Apple River at the location of  the spill of  example 2.
Determine the maximum pollutant concentration at the Hanover intake f or a chemical spill assuming a steady
f low at the point of  the spill of  1.2 m3/s. Spills of  70, 300, 150, 140, and 80 kg occur at hours 0, 1, 7, 8, and 9,
respectively.

The results of  example 2 provided three points on the unit- response curve, the time of  the leading edge (51.1
hours), the time (55.2 hours) and magnitude (40 s-1) of  the unit-peak concentration, and the time when the
trailing edge has been reduced to 4 s-1 (65 hours). These three points are plotted on f igure 17 along with a
smooth curve drawn through the points. The ordinates of  the smooth curve are given in table 1. Notice that the
sum of  the ordinates, 277.78 s-1, t imes the number of  seconds between ordinates, 3,600, equals 1x106.

Hour
Unit

concentration Hour
Unit

concentration Hour
Unit

concentration

51
52
53
54
55
56
57

0.0
3.7
18.78
37.0
40.0
38.5
32.4

58
59
60
61
62
63
64

24.7
19.9
16.4
13.2
10.2
8.0
5.8

65
66
67
68
69
70
71
Total

4.0
2.9
1.5
0.5
0.2
0.1
0.0
277.78

Table 1. Response f unction ordinated f or Apple River at Hanover 
[Unit concentrations given in per second]



The unit values in table 1 must be converted to concentrations by use of  equation 4. If  the discharge at Apple
River is 1.2 m3/s, the f low at Hanover is likely to be 8.5 m3/s as indicated in example 2. The computations f or
the response to each load are carried out in table 2. The Hanover concentration at hour 53, f or example, is
af f ected by only the f irst two loads as computed by:

C = (3.7x300+18.78x70)x1x106/(1x106x8.5x1000) = 0.131+0.155 = 0.286 mg/L

in which 3.7 and 18.78 are the f irst two ordinates of  the unit concentration response f unction (Cu in equation

4) and 300 and 70 (t imes 106) are the loads, in milligrams, at hour 1 and 0, respectively (Mr in equation 4). The
loads, responses to each load, and resulting concentration at Hanover are tabulated in table 2 and plotted on
f igure 18.

Time
since
spill

(hour)

Amount
spilled

(Kilogram)

Response at Hanover

Time since
spill (hour)

Concentration to result  from indicated load

Load 1 Load 2 Load 3 Load 4 Load 5 Total

0
1.0
2.0
3.0
4.0
5.0
6.0
7.0
8.0
9.0

70
300

150
140
80

51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80

0.0
0.030
0.155
0.305
0.329
0.317
0.267
0.203
0.164
0.135
0.109
0.084
0.066
0.048
0.033
0.024
0.012
0.004
0.002
0.001
0.0

0.0
0.131
0.663
1.306
1.412
1.359
1.144
0.872
0.702
0.579
0.466
0.360
0.282
0.205
0.141
0.102
0.053
0.018
0.007
0.004
0.0

0.0
0.065
0.331
0.653
0.706
0.679
0.572
0.436
0.351
0.289
0.233
0.180
0.141
0.102
0.071
0.051
0.026
0.009
0.004
0.002
0.0

0.0
0.061
0.309
0.609
0.659
0.634
0.534
0.407
0.328
0.270
0.217
0.168
0.132
0.096
0.066
0.048
0.025
0.008
0.003
0.002
0.0

0.0
0.035
0.177
0.348
0.376
0.362
0.305
0.232
0.187
0.154
0.124
0.096
0.075
0.055
0.038
0.027
0.014
0.005
0.002
0.001
0.0

0.0
0.030
0.286
0.968
1.635
1.729
1.626
1.347
1.101
1.229
1.685
2.042
2.112
1.912
1.570
1.228
0.963
0.747
0.571
0.441
0.334
0.242
0.172
0.112
0.061
0.026
0.010
0.004
0.001
0.0

Table 2. Computation of  resultant concentration at Hanover resulting f rom spills 45
kilometers upstream

As can be seen f rom either f igure 18 or table 2, the maximum concentration at Hanover results f rom the
second spill, which has a smaller init ial load but a longer duration. The advantage of  the superposit ion principle
is its simplicity and its disadvantage is that it assumes steady f low. If  unsteady f low conditions are present or
if  complex chemical reactions are to be simulated, a numerical model would be needed.



CONCLUSIONS
The possibility of  a contaminant being accidentally or intentionally spilled in a river upstream of  a water supply
is an ever-present danger; and a method of  rapidly estimating travelt ime and dispersion in rivers is needed by
all water-resources planners and managers. A numerical model is of ten considered to f ulf ill this need.
Unf ortunately, numerical models are not truly predictive because they must be calibrated with data f rom the
river being modeled. Generally, mean stream velocit ies cannot be accurately predicted without very detailed
cross-sectional geometry and f low resistance estimates. Time-of - travel studies typically provide more
accurate travelt ime estimates and are much cheaper to conduct than the detailed surveying necessary to
obtain adequate channel-geometry data f or f low models. Generally speaking, dispersion coef f icients cannot
be accurately predicted without dispersion studies on the river in question.

This report compiles inf ormation f rom a large number of  t ime-of - travel and dispersion studies and presents
empirical relations that appear to have general applicability. These relations are not recommended as a
substitute f or f ield studies but are believed to provide reasonable estimates in situations where adequate f ield
data are not available. Empirical relations are given f or the unit-peak concentrations, velocity of  the peak
concentration, velocity of  the leading edge of  a solute cloud, and the duration of  the time of  passage as
measured f rom the leading edge to the point where the solute concentration has f allen to 10 percent of  its
peak value. It is shown how this inf ormation can be used to estimate the complete response f unction, which
can then be used with the superposit ion principle to estimate the ef f ect of  multiple spills. The recommended
methods are demonstrated by presenting f our examples.

If  the solute transport in the river is to be modeled, the model must be calibrated to provide the correct
travelt imes and rates of  attenuation of  the peak concentration. The relations presented in this report can be
used to calibrate a solute-transport model f or use on a river that has litt le f ield data.

The relation f or unit-peak concentration is the best def ined of  all the relations needed to predict the transport
and dispersion of  pollutants. Field data show that the peak concentration tends to decrease more rapidly with
time than predicted by Fickian dispersion. Because almost all numerical models are based on the Fickian
relation, model dispersion coef f icients must be assumed to increase with t ime f or the model results to
duplicate observed data.



The relation f or predicting mean stream velocity (travelt ime) is the least accurately def ined of  all relations
presented in this report. Traveltime inf ormation is, theref ore, the most valuable inf ormation that can be
collected to improve the ability to predict the transport and dispersion in a river. These data should be collected
at two or more f lows, pref erably a low f low and a high f low.
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APPENDIXES

APPENDIX A. BASIC DATA
The f ollowing tables contain data compiled f or use in this report. Table A-1 contains the data f rom studies
where the complete tracer-response curve was measured at each site. Data f rom the entire curve allows the
recovery ratio to be determined and the unit-peak concentration to be computed. The data in table A-2 are
f rom studies where the complete dye curve was not sampled and the emphasis of  the study was on only the
traveltime.

Some data, particularly slope, drainage area, and mean annual f low, are not available in the listed ref erences.
When slope was missing f rom the ref erenced report, it was estimated f rom topographic maps. Generally, a map
scale of  1/25,000 was used f or short reaches in the small streams and a map scale of  1/100,000 was used f or
long reaches of  large rivers.

When the drainage area and mean annual f low were missing f rom the ref erenced reports, they were generally
determined f rom data contained in annual reports published by the Geological Survey (Water Resources Data
STATE Water Year XXX). These reports give daily mean discharge, river mile, and drainage area at each gage
operated by the Geological Survey. Generally one or more gaging stations were located on the river within a
study reach. Drainage areas at specif ic cross sections were estimated by assuming that the logarithm of  the
drainage area varied linearly with the river mile between points of  known drainage area. In some cases, where
the study reach extended downstream of  an available Geological Survey gage, the drainage area of  the entire
basin (at river mile 0.0) was determined f rom the State Hydrologic Unit Maps (Seaber and others, 1984). In a
very f ew cases the drainage area was measured f rom a topographic map.

The mean annual discharge at specif ic cross sections was computed by assuming that the discharge was
proportional to drainage area f or the reach between available gages. In the case of  the Mississippi River below
Baton Rouge, La., the mean f low was assumed to be two-thirds of  the mean f low at Vicksburg, Miss., because
the U.S. Army Corps of  Engineers diverts one-third of  the f low in the Mississippi River to the Atchaf alaya River
above Baton Rouge.

The column headings in the tables are brief  in order to save space. The f ollowing is a more complete
description of  the data contained in tables:

River: The name of  the stream or river where the data were collected. In table A-2 the begin and end
points are brief ly def ined.
Inj No: A dif f erent number is given f or each dye injection.
Km: For table A-1 it is the distance, in kilometers, of  the sampling cross section downstream of  the dye
injection. For table A-2 it is the distance, in kilometers, between the sampling cross sections that def ine
the reach within which the velocity is determined.
Q: The discharge, in cubic meters per second, at the sampling cross section during the passage of  the
dye cloud.
Tl: The time, in hours, f rom the injection until the dye f irst reached the sampling cross section.
Tp: The time, in hours, f rom the injection until the peak concentration was observed at the sampling
cross section.
Tt: The time, in hours, f rom the injection until the dye concentration at the sampling cross section was
reduced to 0.1 times the peak. For injection numbers 52 to 59 it is the time until the dye concentration at
the sampling cross section was reduced to 0.05 times the peak.



Qave: The mean annual f low, in cubic meters per second, at the sampling cross section.
Da Ar: The drainage area, in square kilometers, of  the river at the sampling section.
Slope: The slope of  the river, in meter per meter, in the subreach upstream of  the sampling section.
Depth: The water depth, in meters, at the sampling cross section.
Width: The width of  the water surf ace, in meters, at the sampling cross section.
Cup: The unit-peak dye concentration at the sampling cross section as def ined by equation 4, with units
of  per second.
Inj Mass: The mass of  dye injected, in grams.
R ratio: The recovery ratio f or the measurement cross section as determined by equation 3.
Ref : Ref erence number as given in the ref erences to Appendix A.
Vp: The velocity of  the dye, in meters per second, as determined by the distance between the
measurement cross sections divided by the dif f erence in the times to the peak dye concentrations.
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